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ABSTRACT

The influence of oceanic changes on tropical cyclone activity is investigated using observational estimates of

sea surface temperature (SST), air–sea fluxes, and ocean subsurface thermal structure during the period 1998–

2007. SST conditions are examined before, during, and after the passage of tropical cyclones, through La-

grangian composites along cyclone tracks across all ocean basins, with particular focus on the North Atlantic.

The influence of translation speed is explored by separating tropical cyclones according to the translation

speed divided by the Coriolis parameter. On average for tropical cyclones up to category 2, SST cooling

becomes larger as cyclone intensity increases, peaking at 1.8 K in the North Atlantic. Beyond category 2

hurricanes, however, the cooling no longer follows an increasing monotonic relationship with intensity. In the

North Atlantic, the cooling for stronger hurricanes decreases, while in other ocean basins the cyclone-induced

cooling does not significantly differ from category 2 to category 5 tropical cyclones, with the exception of the

South Pacific. Since the SST response is nonmonotonic, with stronger cyclones producing more cooling up to

category 2, but producing less or approximately equal cooling for categories 3–5, the observations indicate

that oceanic feedbacks can inhibit intensification of cyclones. This result implies that large-scale oceanic

conditions are a control on tropical cyclone intensity, since they control oceanic sensitivity to atmospheric

forcing. Ocean subsurface thermal data provide additional support for this dependence, showing weaker

upper-ocean stratification for stronger tropical cyclones. Intensification is suppressed by strong ocean strat-

ification since it favors large SST cooling, but the ability of tropical cyclones to intensify is less inhibited when

stratification is weak and cyclone-induced SST cooling is small. Thus, after accounting for tropical cyclone

translation speeds and latitudes, it is argued that reduced cooling under extreme tropical cyclones is the

manifestation of the impact of oceanic conditions on the ability of tropical cyclones to intensify.

1. Introduction

In this paper we examine the oceanic response to North

Atlantic hurricanes as a potentially important environ-

mental control on hurricane activity. Recent work has led

to a developing consensus that a number of environ-

mental controls are important for tropical cyclone activ-

ity. Cyclone activity depends on the thermodynamic state

of the local atmosphere (Emanuel 1988; Knutson et al.

2010), vertical wind shear (Frank 1977), and easterly

wave activity (Thorncroft and Hodges 2001), among other

factors.

Observational evidence from various case studies in-

dicates that hurricanes cause strong vertical ocean mixing

that brings cold water to the ocean surface (Price 1981;

Zedler et al. 2002; D’Asaro 2003; McPhaden et al. 2009).

Studies of global satellite observations have confirmed

the presence of widespread cyclone-induced SST cool-

ing and have suggested potential impacts of these oce-

anic changes on climate through signatures in oceanic

and atmospheric memory (Hart et al. 2007) and me-

ridional ocean heat transport (Sriver and Huber 2007;

Jansen et al. 2010). Observations (Cione and Uhlhorn 2003;

Kaplan and DeMaria 2003), theoretical considerations

(Pasquero and Emanuel 2008), and modeling studies

(Schade and Emanuel 1999; Knutson et al. 2001; Jacob and

Shay 2003; Shen and Ginis 2003; Emanuel et al. 2004)

suggest that cyclone-induced oceanic changes—and thus

the oceanic conditions that control these changes—can
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influence the intensification of cyclones. But when taking

an average over a large number of tropical cyclones for an

extended period of time, to what extent does a composite

of tropical cyclones agree with results for individual case

studies? Moreover, what is the observational evidence, if

it exists, for a systematic role of cyclone-induced oceanic

changes on cyclone intensity?

Considering the oceanic response to cyclones, a null

hypothesis may be that strong tropical cyclones should

lead to greater SST cooling than weaker cyclones for a

given cyclone size, translation speed, and degree of ocean

stratification. This expectation is formed from considering

only the atmospheric forcing from tropical cyclones, since

greater atmospheric forcing is exerted by stronger cy-

clones. With other factors being equal, stronger winds

should lead to larger SST cooling, since they will cause

a greater net air–sea turbulent enthalpy flux out of the

ocean, and drive wind-induced vertical mixing and up-

welling. An alternative hypothesis, motivated by studies

that show the cyclone-induced wake as a strong control on

cyclone intensity (Schade and Emanuel 1999; Bender and

Ginis 2000; Knutson et al. 2001; Cione and Uhlhorn 2003;

Pasquero and Emanuel 2008), would be that the intensity–

wake relationship should be more subtle since a strong

wake may prevent a cyclone from maintaining its intensity.

To first order we assume that changes in the distribu-

tion of tropical cyclone size, translation speed, and ocean

stratification—by which we mean the thermal structure of

the upper ocean—will not significantly change across dif-

ferent tropical cyclone categories. With this assumption, we

expect toobservea proportionalitybetweentropicalcyclone

intensity and SST cooling. Any deviations from a monotonic

SST anomaly–intensity relationship would then indicate

differences in tropical cyclone size, translation speed, or

ocean thermal structure (e.g., stratification) between tropi-

cal cyclone categories. These deviations could indicate

a nonlinear response of SST to tropical cyclone intensity.

To isolate variables that control the cyclone-induced

SST response, our preference would be to divide tropi-

cal cyclones according to the nondimensional term V/fL,

for translation speed V, Coriolis parameter f, and char-

acteristic length scale L, if all parameters were known.

From inertial oscillation theory we expect the maximum

SST response to occur when V/fL ; 1. Thus, areas of the

ocean exposed to tropical cyclones for longer time intervals

should have greater air–sea enthalpy losses and total mo-

mentum fluxes, and stronger surface cooling (Lin et al.

2009). Surface cooling will also depend on tropical cyclone

size and latitude. As a result of a lack of observational data

for global tropical cyclones sizes, we divide cyclones by the

criteria V/f. Assuming differences in cyclone size (specifi-

cally the radius of maximum winds) are relatively small

(Kimball and Mulekar 2004), we anticipate that any

nonmonotonic features in the SST–intensity relationship

will be due to differences in upper-ocean stratification.

We expect that any differences in upper-ocean strat-

ification across tropical cyclone categories will cause

different degrees of negative ocean feedback (Bender

et al. 1993; Schade and Emanuel 1999; Bender and

Ginis 2000), and that increased SST cooling may sig-

nificantly reduce hurricane intensity. For a given at-

mospheric forcing, regions with weaker stratification

will produce larger SST cooling, which could constrain

the maximum intensity of hurricanes. The sensitivity of the

upper ocean to atmospheric forcing would then be im-

portant; regions with shallower mixed layer and thermo-

cline, which also tend to have lower oceanic heat content,

have a stronger sensitivity to atmospheric forcing.

To explore these processes, a Lagrangian composite

approach is used to analyze SST anomaly changes asso-

ciated with tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic and

other ocean basins for a 10-yr period (1998–2007). We

outline the observational data and composite methods

used in section 2. Results are presented in section 3,

where we find that the SST–intensity relationship is non-

monotonic for small V/f criteria, indicating the importance

of upper-ocean stratification for the strongest tropical

cyclones. Discussion of this result is given in section 4,

where we consider the role of large-scale ocean condi-

tions and oceanic feedback on hurricane intensity.

2. Data and methods

a. Observations

The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)

Microwave Imager (TMI) sensor allows for daily ob-

servations of SST even under clouds (Wentz et al. 2000)

and has led to new insights into air–sea interaction pro-

cesses (Xie et al. 1998; Chelton et al. 2001; Lloyd and

Vecchi 2010). We use observations from the TMI satel-

lite to examine the SST response along tropical cyclone

tracks during the period 1998–2007. To estimate the air–

sea enthalpy flux associated with tropical cyclones, we

use Yu–Weller fluxes (Yu and Weller 2007) during the

period 1998–2004 [a comparison with the National Cen-

ters for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis-2

data (Kanamitsu et al. 2002) during 1998–2007 is shown in

appendix A]. For the Yu–Weller fluxes, reanalysis and

satellite retrieval data are combined using a variational

objective analysis technique, and sensible and latent heat

fluxes are computed following bulk aerodynamic for-

mulas following Liu et al. (1979). Anomalies of SST and

air–sea enthalpy flux are computed from a monthly cli-

matology based on 1998–2007. We also use 18 3 18 monthly

gridded analysis of Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation

(CDA; Zhang et al. 2007) during 1998–2007 to explore
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the large-scale oceanic state during cyclones. The CDA

consists of an ensemble filter applied to the Geophysical

Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Coupled Climate

Model version 2(CM2), with real ocean observations

(e.g., XBTs, CTDs, Argo floats, etc.) assimilated into

the coupled system.

As a measure of near-surface stratification, we examine

the depth at which ocean temperature is 2 K below the

temperature at a depth of 10 m, which we denote by

T(10 m) 2 2 K. We do not use SST because subsurface

observations in the CDA data start at 10-m depth, and

we choose a 2-K depth below the 10-m temperature

value in order to focus on stratification changes large

enough to be well represented in the CDA. The T(10 m)

2 2-K depth is one measure of near-surface stratification,

and provides a rough approximation as to the sensi-

tivity of SST to atmospheric perturbations. Gridded daily

analyses of CDA data were not available, so our results

do not capture rapid time transient behavior of stratifi-

cation on rapid time scales. The T(10 m) 2 2-K depth for

monthly climatologies averaged over June–November for

the Northern Hemisphere cyclone season and December–

May for the Southern Hemisphere cyclone season are

shown in Figs. 1b and 1c, respectively.

We average the data from TMI–SST, Yu–Weller fluxes,

and CDA using the positions of North Atlantic tropical

cyclones from the International Best Track Archive for

Climate Stewardship (IBTRACS) tropical cyclone data-

set (Knapp et al. 2009) to generate Lagrangian composite

response for 10 yr of tropical cyclones (see section 2b).

The IBTRACS dataset records the 10-min maximum

wind speed along with tropical cyclone track locations at

6-h intervals, which we convert to 1-min values by dividing

by 0.88 (Knapp et al. 2009). This conversion allows wind

speeds from IBTRACS data to be compared on the Saffir–

Simpson scale, which uses a 1-min maximum wind speed

definition. A plot of global tropical cyclones from the

IBTRACS dataset for 1998–2007, divided by tropical

cyclone category on the Saffir–Simpson scale, is shown in

Fig. 1a. The analysis presented in this study was initially

conducted for the North Atlantic. As an independent test,

we subsequently repeat the analysis for all other ocean

basins, and present these results in tandem with those for

the North Atlantic. As a result of the lack of category 5

tropical cyclones outside of the North Atlantic during the

period of study, we include results combining tropical

cyclones in categories 4 and 5.

b. Lagrangian composite method

A Lagrangian composite analysis was performed over

2489 tropical cyclone track locations in the North At-

lantic, and 10 325 tropical cyclone track locations in all

other ocean basins (see Tables 1 and 2 for detailed

cyclone counts). In this approach, evaluation of the SST

anomaly (and other variables) was made before, during,

and after a tropical cyclone passes every recorded po-

sition for all tropical cyclone tracks. The TMI–SST data

were sampled at daily intervals for 18 3 18 areas centered

on the tropical cyclone track location. A composite re-

sponse was calculated by averaging over all track positions

for all tropical cyclones. The composite response was

computed separately by category on the Saffir–Simpson

scale, according to the magnitude of the 10-min maxi-

mum wind speed, and was also divided according the

criteria V/f, for the tropical cyclone’s translation speed

divided by the Coriolis parameter f 5 2V sinl, for an-

gular frequency V and latitude l. A threshold criteria

of V/f 5 1, where 1 unit 5 100 km, was used to prescribe

approximately equal numbers of fast-moving (or low

latitude) tropical cyclones for V/f , 1, and slow-moving

(or high latitude) tropical cyclones for V/f . 1. For cat-

egory 0 tropical cyclones, tropical depressions with max-

imum wind speeds of 17 m s21 or less were excluded. To

examine the mean composite response two days after the

passage of the tropical cyclone, normal statistics were

used to estimate the uncertainty k in the sample mean

x, for true mean m 5 x 6 k. The uncertainty is given by

k 5 sta/2 /
ffiffiffi

n
p

where s is the sample standard deviation,

n is the number of tropical cyclone track points, and ta/2

is the t statistic with significance level a, which was set

to the 90% and 95% confidence intervals.

The composite response was further divided in some

analyses to examine subregions within ocean basins. In

the North Atlantic, we examined the Greater Antilles

and western Caribbean region (158–258N, 908–608W) to

test the dependence of our analyses on geographic lo-

cation. This region was chosen because of its range of

tropical cyclone intensities (see Fig. 1a). Tropical cy-

clones were also divided into two classifications: in-

tensification or decay. The intensity tendency ›I/›t over

a 36-h period (containing 6 data points) starting at day

0 was used to define intensifying or decaying tropical

cyclones, such that ›I/›t . 0 for intensifying tropical

cyclones, and ›I/›t , 0 for decaying tropical cyclones.

Tropical cyclones reaching landfall within the 36-h pe-

riod were excluded from either classification. In addition

to examining the SST cooling for a given intensification

or decay phase, tropical cyclones were divided into dif-

ferent bands of SST cooling, at 1-K intervals, to examine

the fraction of tropical cyclones that intensify or decay

for a given band of cooling.

3. Results

For all tropical cyclone categories, across all ocean ba-

sins, tropical cyclones on average experience larger cooling
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for smaller values of V/f (Fig. 2). The dashed line at V/f 5

1 in Fig. 2 indicates the division between slow-moving

(or high latitude) and fast-moving (or low latitude) trop-

ical cyclones, and approximately divides storms by equal

numbers in the North Atlantic. Because we are inter-

ested in the influence of oceanic feedback on tropical

cyclones, we focus on the criteria V/f , 1, for which the

average SST cooling is greater.

On average, North Atlantic tropical cyclones are pre-

ceded by a positive SST anomaly on the order of 0.2 K,

which we set as a reference value from 12 to 2 days before

a cyclone reaches a position (Fig. 3a). As the cyclone

FIG. 1. (a) Global tropical cyclones during the period 1998–2007, from IBTRAC data. Colors

indicate the tropical cyclone category on the Saffir–Simpson scale for each individual track

position. (b) Ocean reanalysis (CDA) data, showing monthly climatology during June–

November for the T(10m) 2 2-K depth at 308S–308N. (c) Ocean reanalysis (CDA) data, showing

monthly climatology during December–May for the T(10m) 2 2-K depth at 308S–308N.
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reaches a position, there is a rapid surface cooling, with the

SST anomaly reaching a minimum two days after the cy-

clone passes (day 0). Though the SST anomaly returns to

climatology at approximately day 120, SST does not return

to the precyclone positive SST anomaly values even after

50 days. Accordingly, the passage of a tropical cyclone re-

sults in an average postcyclone SST decrease of approxi-

mately 0.2 K from precyclone SST. Similar behavior is

observed in other ocean basins (Fig. 3c).

Figure 4 confirms that the amplitude of the cooling

is dependent on the intensity of the tropical cyclone and

its value of V/f. For tropical cyclones with V/f , 1 (slow

moving or high latitude) the oceanic response shows

a stronger dependence on hurricane intensity, likely due

to longer exposure times between hurricanes and spe-

cific points on the ocean surface. As may be expected

from our initial null hypothesis, when tropical cyclone

intensity increases from category 0 to category 2 the

maximum SST cooling response for a 18 3 18 Lagrangian

composite intensifies monotonically (Fig. 4a). However,

from category 2 to category 5 the SST response has a

statistically significant decrease in magnitude. This result

is repeated in a smaller region focused on the Greater

Antilles and western Caribbean (Fig. 5c), excluding geo-

graphical dependence as a possible explanation for the

observed SST–intensity response. When combining all

other ocean basins there is no significant difference in

the mean SST cooling between category 2 and category 5

(see Fig. 4c and appendix B). In addition, for tropical

cyclones with V/f , 1 the SST cooling is larger, and the

nonmonotonic dependence of SST response on hurricane

intensity is more evident when compared to tropical cy-

clones for which V/f . 1 (Fig. 4). Finally, when comparing

intensifying or decaying tropical cyclones, it is found

that decaying tropical cyclones are associated with larger

SST cooling, and have an SST–intensity relationship that

is more markedly nonmonotonic (Fig. 6). Division of

tropical cyclones into different bands of cyclone-induced

SST cooling shows that tropical cyclones that have larger

SST cooling are more likely to decay (Fig. 7). For bands

of smaller cyclone-induced SST cooling, tropical cy-

clones are more likely to intensify (Figs. 7a,c), while

category 4 and 5 tropical cyclones have a more equal

chance of intensification or decay (Figs. 7b,d). The in-

terpretation of these results is discussed in section 4.

We also find that the nonmonotonic SST anomaly–

intensity relationship is enhanced for cyclones that cause

the largest SST cooling: when dividing the cyclone-

induced SST response into quantiles, we find that the

upper quantiles (largest cooling) show an SST–intensity

response that is more markedly nonmonotonic (Figs. 3b,d).

For lower quantiles (smaller cooling) the SST–intensity

relationship is still somewhat nonmonotonic; however,

the range of SST cooling for the lower quantiles over

different hurricane categories is smaller. The reduced

mean SST cooling from stronger tropical cyclones across

all quantiles indicates oceanic conditions that are rela-

tively insensitive to atmospheric perturbations.

TABLE 1. Tropical cyclone counts for each ocean basin divided by intensity on the Saffir–Simpson scale. The IBTRACS dataset during

1998–2007 is used and each data point represents an observation at 6-h intervals. Data are shown for all translation speeds and latitudes (all

V/f values).

Ocean basin

North

Atlantic

All basins except

North Atlantic

West

Pacific

East

Pacific

South

Pacific

South

Indian

North

Indian

Total 2489 10 325 4110 2325 1082 2399 409

Category 0 1433 5928 2033 1440 685 1454 316

Category 1 493 1847 825 392 171 422 37

Category 2 211 1029 526 206 86 200 11

Category 3 149 934 499 150 65 201 19

Category 4 144 525 211 123 55 116 20

Category 5 59 62 16 14 20 6 6

TABLE 2. As in Table 1, but for slow-moving (or high latitude) tropical cyclones with V/f , 1.

Ocean basin

North

Atlantic

All basins except

North Atlantic

West

Pacific

East

Pacific

South

Pacific

South

Indian

North

Indian

Total 1408 4955 1900 1054 552 1226 223

Category 0 822 2884 895 698 393 730 168

Category 1 282 893 385 189 81 220 18

Category 2 117 516 284 86 39 101 6

Category 3 78 416 235 46 12 111 12

Category 4 72 223 96 29 18 64 16

Category 5 37 23 5 6 9 0 3
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Consistent with our initial expectation, as tropical

cyclone intensity increases the net air–sea enthalpy flux

becomes larger (Figs. 8a,c). While momentum and air–

sea enthalpy fluxes increase monotonically for tropical

cyclones, the SST response is nonmonotonic, becoming

smaller for the strongest cyclones (Figs. 4a,c). This result

confirms that the observed behavior of SST, momentum,

and air–sea enthalpy fluxes cannot be explained by at-

mospheric forcing alone. As predicted in previous studies

(e.g., Schade and Emanuel 1999; Bender and Ginis 2000;

Shen and Ginis 2003), there is a role for ocean feedback in

the development of hurricanes to their maximum inten-

sity, which involves ocean dynamical changes, and these

feedbacks are responsible for the nonmonotonic SST–

intensity relationship. By isolating tropical cyclones

according to the V/f criteria, the nonmonotonicity in

the SST anomaly–intensity relationship must be due

to differences in upper-ocean stratification for differ-

ent tropical cyclone categories.

Our interpretation of the SST–intensity relationship is

that the most intense tropical cyclones (categories 4–5) can

only develop when there is no more than a modest SST

cooling. The state of the upper ocean can modulate the

thermal sensitivity of SST to atmospheric perturbations

(Knutson et al. 2001), with stronger near-surface stratifica-

tion increasing the sensitivity of SST. Therefore, we hy-

pothesize that this relationship is indicative of a role for the

ocean in modulating intensity, because of (i) feedbacks of

cooling on cyclone intensity, (ii) the role of oceanic mixing

and upwelling in the cyclone-induced cooling, and (iii) the

role of upper-ocean thermal stratification in modulating the

sensitivity of SST to atmospheric perturbations.

This conjecture is supported by CDA data, for which the

T(10 m) 2 2-K depth is greater for the most intense tropical

cyclones. This result is consistent with large-scale oceanic

conditions conducive to a lower ocean sensitivity to atmo-

spheric forcing, for which ocean stratification is weaker and

the mean SST response is reduced (Fig. 7b).

FIG. 2. The 18 3 18 SST anomaly response for day 2 minus the average over days 212 to 22 is plotted on the y axis, against translation

speed (m s21) divided by the Coriolis parameter (s21), V/f, on the x axis, with 1 unit 5 100 km. The six plots left of the central dividing line

are for the North Atlantic, with each plot showing results for different cyclone categories on the Saffir–Simpson scale, starting with

category 0 on the top left and category 5 on the bottom right. The six plots to the right of the central line are for all ocean basins except the

North Atlantic for different cyclone categories. The dashed line at V/f 5 1 indicates the division used in this study between slow-moving

(or high latitude) and fast-moving (or low latitude) tropical cyclones.
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4. Discussion

Tropical cyclones with V/f , 1 tend on average to pro-

duce greater SST cooling (Fig. 2). For tropical cyclones

with V/f . 1, which have a reduced mean SST response,

oceanic feedback is weaker, and atmospheric forcing tends

to dominate the SST response (Figs. 4b,d). We focus on

V/f , 1 in this paper because we are interested in the

effects of oceanic feedback on hurricane intensity.

As tropical cyclone intensity increases, the air–sea

enthalpy flux out of the ocean increases monotonically

(Figs. 8a,c). If the cyclone-induced SST response is forced

by the atmosphere—the ocean feedback onto the cyclone

itself is not important—we expect that cyclone-induced

SST responses should increase monotonically with cy-

clone intensity, since momentum (and induced vertical

mixing and upwelling) and air–sea enthalpy fluxes in-

crease with cyclone intensity.

FIG. 3. (a) Lagrangian composite SST anomaly response relative to the average over days 212 to 22, for the North Atlantic. The

composite SST anomaly is averaged over a 18 3 18 region centered over tropical cyclone track positions. Negative values on the time axis

indicate days before a tropical cyclone passes a track position. Day 0 is when the tropical cyclone reaches the track position, and positive

values indicate the track position response after the tropical cyclone has passed. The y axis indicates the SST anomaly (K). Lines are

divided into mean response and different categories on the Saffir–Simpson scale, which are indicated by the color key. (b) Lagrangian

composite SST anomaly for different percentiles, with higher percentile values for larger SST anomalies. The y axis shows the magnitude

of the SST anomaly response (K), while the x axis indicates the tropical cyclone category. (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but they contain results for

all ocean basins except the North Atlantic. In addition, (d) also shows results for a combination of categories 4 and 5. All panels are

presented for tropical cyclones with V/f , 1.
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However, we find that the SST response is non-

monotonic, with stronger cyclones producing more

cooling up to category 2 but producing less or approxi-

mately equal cooling for categories 3–5 tropical cyclones

(Figs. 4a,c). The nonmonotonic SST response is par-

ticularly pronounced in the North Atlantic. For ocean

basins outside the North Atlantic, the SST cooling from

category 2 to category 5 tropical cyclones does not change

significantly, with the exception of the South Pacific (see

Fig. 4c and appendix B). This observation may in part be

due to a lack of category 5 tropical cyclones outside the

North Atlantic over the period of study. Other possible

explanations for the ‘‘saturation’’ of SST cooling for

categories 2–5 tropical cyclones outside the Atlantic

merit further investigation. For example, it could be that

increased ocean mixing does not bring colder water to the

surface after category 2. Alternatively, potential intensity

or other atmospheric constituents (e.g., vertical wind

shear) in ocean basins outside the North Atlantic could

be a more dominant factor for intensification, with a lesser

role for oceanic controls. The SST–intensity pattern is

most apparent for V/f , 1 since slower-moving cyclones

(and cyclones at higher latitudes) induce greater SST

cooling due to enhanced vertical mixing and upwelling

and greater air–sea enthalpy flux losses. Additionally,

slower-moving tropical cyclones have longer exposure

to cyclone-induced cooling.

The nonmonotonic SST–intensity result of Fig. 4a

may at first appear counterintuitive. However, this result

is the type of relationship one would expect if cyclone-

induced wakes impacted the cyclone itself, as has been

previously suggested by modeling studies (Bender and

Ginis 2000; Knutson et al. 2001; Shen and Ginis 2003). Thus,

atmospheric forcing of the ocean alone is not adequate

FIG. 4. The Lagrangian composite for the SST anomaly response on day 12 minus the day 212 to 22 average. The y-axis values indicate

the mean SST response, with error bars showing the 90% and 95% significance levels for errors in the mean. (a) Slow-moving (or low

latitude) tropical cyclones with V/f , 1 and (b) fast-moving (or high latitude) cyclones with V/f . 1 for the North Atlantic. The data point

on the far left indicates the mean composite response for all tropical cyclones, while other points mark different categories on the Saffir–

Simpson scale. (c) Slow (or low latitude) and (d) fast (or high latitude) tropical cyclones in all other ocean basins.
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to account for the observed relationship between SST

cooling and cyclone intensity. In turn, this reasoning

leads to the conclusion that upper-ocean stratification

and the depth of the warm layer are important, and that

if pronounced SST cooling is present tropical cyclones

will not as readily intensify to categories 4 or 5. Further

supporting this claim, we find that for tropical cyclones

that induce the largest (upper quantile) SST cooling, the

nonmonotonicity in the SST–intensity pattern becomes

more evident (Fig. 3b). In addition, the SST–intensity

response for intensifying and decaying tropical cyclones

indicates that decaying tropical cyclones have larger SST

cooling (see Fig. 6). The larger (smaller) SST cooling and

more markedly nonmonotonic (monotonic) SST–intensity

response indicate that decaying (intensifying) tropical

cyclones tend to occupy the upper (lower) quantiles of

SST cooling in Fig. 3b.

Of greater relevance to prediction, however, may be

the reverse question: for a given magnitude of SST cooling,

is the tropical cyclone more likely to intensify or decay?

We find that when dividing tropical cyclones into 1-K

bands of SST cooling, tropical cyclones with greater cooling

are more likely to decay (Fig. 7), supporting a significant

role for negative oceanic feedback on intensity. Thus,

the enhanced nonmonotonicity in the SST–intensity pat-

tern observed for V/f , 1, decaying tropical cyclones, and

the upper quantiles of cyclone-induced cooling is consis-

tent with an enhanced role for ocean feedback. This result

holds true after accounting for geographic location, spe-

cifically for the Greater Antilles and western Caribbean

FIG. 5. (a) As in Fig. 1a, but highlighting Greater Antilles region (158–258N, 908–608W). (b) Ocean reanalysis (CDA) depth for T(10m)

2 2-K stratification, for the Greater Antilles region. (c) As in Fig. 3a for Lagrangian composite SST anomaly (K), but for the Greater

Antilles region. (d) As in Fig. 3b, but showing SST cooling percentiles for the Greater Antilles region.
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region (Fig. 5d), and for ocean basins outside the North

Atlantic.

Given that ocean feedback is important for cyclone

intensity, we are led to the conclusion that the strongest

cyclones will most frequently develop in areas where

ocean cooling is inhibited by large-scale oceanic condi-

tions. We explore ocean reanalysis (CDA) data during

1998–2007 and find that, indeed, category 4 and 5 cy-

clones form where there is a deeper near surface warm

layer [T(10 m) 2 2 K], and the mixed layer depth is deep

enough to inhibit strong cooling (Figs. 8b,d). As a crude

estimate, from category 1 to 5 tropical cyclones the

T(10 m) 2 2-K depth increases by approximately 8.9 m

per category in the North Atlantic, and approximately

3.2 m per category in other basins (Figs. 8b,d). The larger

gradient of T(10 m) 2 2-K depth versus intensity in

the North Atlantic is consistent with the greater non-

monotonicity of the SST–intensity response (Fig. 4a), as

SST cooling becomes more significantly inhibited for the

strongest tropical cyclones. An increase in the T(10 m) 2

2-K depth is also observed in the Greater Antilles and

western Caribbean region (Fig. 5b).

These results show that the T(10 m) 2 2-K metric is

a useful indicator for hurricane intensity. While other

metrics such as the depth of the 268C isotherm are often

used, the advantage of the T(10 m) 2 2-K metric is that

it accounts for the possibility of a 2-K SST cooling

causing a reduction in hurricane intensity, even though

the absolute value of SST may remain above 268C. This

perspective is reinforced by Schade and Emanuel

(1999), who find that the cyclone-induced SST cooling,

and hence the upper-ocean thermal structure, is more

important than the final absolute value of SST. Further

study should identify the causes for differences in the

gradient of T(10 m) 2 2-K depth versus tropical cyclone

intensity, and investigate the relationship between SST,

FIG. 6. (a) SST anomaly response for day 12 relative to the average over days 212 to 22, for the North Atlantic, for intensifying tropical

cyclones (DI . 0) for which V/f , 1. The bars mark 90% and 95% confidence intervals on the composite mean values. (b) As in (a), but for

decaying tropical cyclones (DI , 0). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for all basins except the North Atlantic. Results for categories 4 and 5

combined are also presented.
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tropical cyclone intensity, and upper-ocean stratification

when comparing individual ocean basins. We also note

that our CDA data only accounts for aspects of the upper-

ocean stratification that change on time scales of months

and are resolved by the 18 3 18 resolution of the model

(Zhang et al. 2007); transient, short time-scale features

such as warm core rings, which impact intensification, are

not as well captured.

We confirm through observations that the character-

istic relationship between SST, momentum and enthalpy

fluxes, and ocean stratification to be an indication that

large-scale ocean conditions can impact hurricane intensity,

and that SST changes are a feedback on intensification.

Given favorable environmental conditions for hurricane

development, intensification of cyclones to categories 4

and 5 will occur when upper-ocean heat content is large

enough, so that cyclone-induced SST cooling is limited.

In contrast, for cases in which tropical cyclones pass areas

of lower-ocean heat content with shallower thermocline

and mixed layer, rapid SST cooling will lead to strong

negative ocean feedback, inhibiting the development of

hurricanes.

The findings of this paper are in agreement with mod-

eling studies of individual tropical cyclones (Bender et al.

1993; Bender and Ginis 2000; Jacob and Shay 2003) and

observations of North Atlantic hurricanes (Cione and

Uhlhorn 2003; Kaplan and DeMaria 2003) that indicate

the importance of oceanic structure in controlling the

response of hurricanes. Further support for oceanic con-

trol on hurricane intensity is manifest in observations of

hurricane intensification over the passage of a warm loop

current or warm core ring for which there is an increase in

the ocean to atmosphere air–sea enthalpy flux (Bender

and Ginis 2000; Hong et al. 2000; Jacob and Shay 2003;

FIG. 7. (a) ›I/›t (m s21) for all tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic, for different bands of SST cooling. For each SST cooling band (0–

1, 1–2, 2–3, and greater than 3 K) the mean ›I/›t is indicated by a red circle. Bars show the 95% confidence in the mean, and the 25th, 50th,

and 75th percentiles are marked by blue crosses. The mean, uncertainty, and percentiles for all tropical cyclones across all SST bands are

shown in black at the top. (b) As in (a), but for category 4 and 5 tropical cyclones combined. (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for all ocean basins

apart from the North Atlantic.
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Lin et al. 2005). These findings are consistent with im-

provements in hurricane forecasting, resulting from the

inclusion of ocean coupling and estimation of oceanic

heat content (DeMaria et al. 2005; Bender et al. 2007;

Mainelli et al. 2008). The results presented in this paper,

showing large-scale observational evidence for the im-

portance of oceanic conditions, are consistent with these

past studies. By compositing over a large number of

tropical cyclones, across all ocean basins, and stratify-

ing the TMI–SST response by tropical cyclone intensity

on the Saffir–Simpson scale, we hope to reinforce past

work indicating the importance of oceanic controls on

hurricane intensity.

It should be noted that the influence of different trop-

ical cyclone sizes on SST cooling has not directly been

addressed in this study. Results from Kimball and Mulekar

(2004) suggest that in the North Atlantic the average

radius of maximum winds does not change significantly

between hurricane categories. There is, though, a larger

change in the average radius of 17 m s21 winds, which is

expected for stronger hurricanes. Further work is needed

to quantify the relationship between tropical cyclone size

and the magnitude of SST cooling, especially in ocean

basins outside the North Atlantic.

Because the TMI–SST data is poor at recording mea-

surements when heavy precipitation is present, we as-

sume that the maximum SST cooling on day 12 is a good

indicator of the SST cooling under a tropical cyclone

when it passes a location on day 0. This assumption merits

further study from in situ SST measurements. However,

FIG. 8. (a) Lagrangian composite air–sea enthalpy flux anomaly (W m22) on day 11 for 2.58 3 28 average over tropical cyclone track

positions in the North Atlantic during the period 1998–2004 using Yu–Weller fluxes. (b) Lagrangian composite of the T(10m) 2 2-K

stratification depth in the North Atlantic for monthly averaged 18 3 18 CDA data during 2002–07. The T(10m) 2 2-K depth is divided by

category on the Saffir–Simpson scale and is shown for V/f , 1. (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for all basins excluding the North Atlantic and also

show results for categories 4 and 5 combined. The bars mark 90% and 95% confidence intervals on the composite mean values.
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the result that SST cooling decreases in monotonic fash-

ion from days 12 to 120 (Figs. 3a,c) gives support that

the SST cooling on day 12 is a reasonable indication of

the SST cooling on day 0, for a composite over many

tropical cyclones. The nonmonotonic SST–intensity re-

sponse is also reproduced for SST cooling averaged from

days 0 to 15 (not shown). Furthermore, the day 12 SST

cooling directly affects slow-moving tropical cyclones

because, for a cyclone moving in a straight line, SST

cooling at the front of the cyclone will affect the back of

the cyclone 2 days later (e.g., a cyclone with a diameter of

400 km will traverse its diameter in 2 days if it travels at

2.3 m s21).

The residual SST cooling of 0.2 K after the tropical

cyclone passage (Figs. 3a,c), which removes a warm SST

that preceded the storm and restores climatology,

prompts a question for further study: do tropical cyclones

act to remove warm SST anomalies from the ocean and

restore climatology, thus providing a thermostat on cli-

mate? The result is consistent with ideas supporting at-

mospheric and oceanic memory of tropical cyclones in

Hart et al. (2007). However, using a Reynolds–optimal

interpolation (OI) SST 1/48 daily product to perform

a similar Lagrangian composite during the period 1981–

2005, Hart et al. (2007) do not see a residual SST cooling

from prestorm to poststorm SST conditions. Whether this

discrepancy is a result of differences between TMI–SST

and Reynolds–SST measurements, or is a reflection of

different temporal sampling, merits further investigation.

It appears that, for a composite over a large number

of tropical cyclones, large-scale upper-ocean thermal

stratification is an important factor for hurricane

intensity, and that ocean dynamical changes can affect

hurricane development. Consistent with past observa-

tional work (Zedler et al. 2002; D’Asaro 2003; Cione and

Uhlhorn 2003; Kaplan and DeMaria 2003) we speculate

that this oceanic dependence, in addition to the influence

of changes in atmospheric state, may have consequences

for the response of the most intense cyclones to changing

climate conditions. For example, under anthropogenic

greenhouse warming, radiative heating of the oceans will,

in the tropical mean, increase near-ocean stratification

(though regional patterns may vary; e.g., Vecchi and Soden

2007). Increased stratification would lead to larger SST

sensitivity, and act to inhibit intensification, but the am-

plitude of this effect must be quantified. The results of

Knutson et al. (2001), who examine CO2-induced ocean

stratification on hurricane intensity in an idealized frame-

work for the Second Coupled Model Intercomparison

Project (CMIP2), suggest that this ocean–thermody-

namic effect on hurricane intensity is relatively minor

compared to the impact of CO2-induced warming on in-

tensity. It would be valuable to explore the extent to which

the results of Knutson et al. (2001) hold for climate pro-

jections with newer global climate models. Yet, at this

stage, there is no reason to dismiss the dominance of at-

mospheric and SST changes on the CO2 response of in-

tensity presented by Knutson et al. (2001). Furthermore,

the tropical Atlantic exhibits changes in its near-surface

thermal structure on interannual time scales that may be

relevant to intensification (e.g., Doi et al. 2010). Accord-

ingly, we must understand the oceanic role on cyclone

FIG. A1. (a) Lagrangian composite air–sea enthalpy flux anomaly (W m22) on day 11 for 2.58 3 28 average over tropical cyclone track

positions in the North Atlantic during the period 1998–2007 using NCEP reanalysis-2 fluxes. (b) As in (a), but for all basins excluding the

North Atlantic and also show results for categories 4 and 5 combined.
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FIG. B1. Lagrangian composite anomaly for individual basins showing SST cooling for tropical cyclones that satisfy V/f , 1. Bars mark

90% and 95% confidence intervals on the composite mean values.
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intensity, and its influence and magnitude relative to

changes in atmospheric conditions. Predictions of hurricane

intensity in regional and global climate models may benefit

from ocean initialization, and predictions of hurricane in-

tensity on interannual, decadal, and centennial time scales

should account for changes in ocean stratification.
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APPENDIX A

NCEP Air–Sea Flux Analysis

To test the Lagrangian composite results from Yu–

Weller fluxes, the composite analysis was repeated with

NCEP reanalysis-2 fluxes (Kanamitsu et al. 2002) during

the period 1998–2007 (Fig. A1). Both the Yu–Weller

fluxes and NCEP reanalysis-2 fluxes indicate a mono-

tonic increase in net air–sea enthalpy fluxes out of the

ocean as a function of tropical cyclone category.

APPENDIX B

Lagrangian Composite Analysis for Individual
Ocean Basins

Lagrangian composite SST anomalies for individual

ocean basins are shown in Fig. B1. For all basins except

the South Pacific, stronger tropical cyclones (categories

4 and 5) tend to have small or approximately equal SST

cooling compared to category 2 tropical cyclones.
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